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Ye can discern the face of the sky; but can
ye not discern the signs of the times?
Matthew 16:3
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BREYER: ADVICE AND DISSENT

"It's like when
President Herbert
Hoover nominated
Benjamin Cardozo
(in 1932). And the
people asked why.
Hoover said,
'Everyone expects
it. ,"

"A bipartisan 'lovefest, "'
is the way that the radio announcer described the July
12, 1994, opening session of
the Senate Judiciary Committee hearings on Supreme
Court nominee, Stephen G.
Breyer.
And so it has been, from
the moment that President
Bill Clinton nominated
BreyertobetheCourt's 108th
justice. Senators from both
sides of the aisle jumped immediately to voice support for
the 55-year old jurist.
Edward M. Kennedy (0Mass.) and Orrin Hatch (RUtah) were among the first to
applaud the selection. Even
Strom Thurmond (R-SC)
climbedaboardtheBreyerexpress. All cited Breyer's exemplary service to the Senate
Judiciary Committee in the
mid to late 1970 •s as the basis
for their endorsement.
Outside the Senate, Kenneth R. Feinberg, a Washington lawyer who served with
Breyer on the Senate Judicary
staff, stated that Breyer is "not
only the best judge in the U.
S., but everyone knows
it....It's like when President
Herbert Hoover nominated
Benjamin Cardozo (in 1932).
And the people asked why.
Hoover said, 'Everyone expects it."' The Washington
Post A1 (May 14, 1994).
The comparison with Car-

dozo, who sat on the Court
from 1932-1938, is most apt.
For Breyer, like Cardozo before him, believes that the law
is a pragmatic instrument in
the hands of the judge to be
put "to work for people." The
Washington Post A1 (June
27, 1994).
In his book, The Nature of
the Judicial Process (1921),
Cardozo wrote:

has written that Breyer's view
of law is consistent with "a
time-honored American
creed: that government can be
made to work for the people."
She further has extolled
Breyer as "a facilitator who
can dissect a problem... and
flnd consensus for a solution
among competing interests."
The Washington Post A1
(June 27, 1994).
(!')he juristic philosophy
Likewise, the President,
of the common law is at bot- when he announced his
tom the philosophy of prag- choice of Breyer, acclaimed
matism. Its truth is relative, him as "an effective consennot absolute. The rule that sus" builder, able to "get peofunctions well produces a title ple of diverse views to work
deed to recognition (pp. 102- together for justice sake."
03).
The Washington Post A6
In his article, On the Uses (May 14, 1994).
of Legislative History in InAre these the qualities that
terpreting Statutes, 65 S. Cal. a senator should look for in
L. Rev. 845 (1992), Breyer giving his advice and consent
to a Presidential nomination
wrote:
(L)aw ... is a human institu- to the Supreme Court? Or are
tion, serving basic human and these qualities more suitable
societal needs. It is therefore for the give and take of the
properly subject to praise, or
to criticism, in terms of certain pragmatic values, including ... widely shared substantive values, such as helping to achieve justice by interpreting law in accordance
with the 'reasonable expectations' of those to whom it applies (p. 847).

Joan Biskupic, Washington Post Staff Writer, has
found Breyer's pragmatic approach to law a virtue. She
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legislative process, or of executive decision making, than
they are for the impartial and
principled administration of
justice?
These are the questions
that Senators Kennedy and
Hatch, along with their fellow
Senate colleagues, should be
asking. Just because Breyer
may have served the Senate
Judiciary Committee well,
does not mean that he is suited
for a lifetime appointment to
the Supreme Court.
Judges, Blackstone wrote
in his Commentaries on the
Laws ofEngland, "are the depositary of the laws; the living
omcles, who must decide in
all cases of doubt, and who are
bound by oath to decide according to the law of the land"
(Introduction, Section 3, p.
69).
A "depositary," acconling
to Webster's 1828 American

Dictionary of the English
Language, was "a trustee" or
"a guardian," or "one to whom
a thing is committed for safe
keeping." "Omcles," according to Webster, "among
Christians...denotes the communications, revelations, or
messages delivered by God to
the prophets."
Blackstone used these two
terms to define a judge because, in his opinion, a
judge's duty was to discover,
to state, and to apply the law,
but not to make it. Law was
made, Blackstone believed,
by God, by legislatures, and
by the people through established customs. A judge was
bound by such laws, whether
he liked them or not and
whether he thought them
workable or not. 1 Blackstone's Commentaries (Introduction, Section 3, pp.69-71 ).
Blackstone's view of the
judge's role prevailed in

2
America during the founding
era. Chief Justice John Marshall claimed that judges had
no power to use law as they
saw fit. Rather, he believed
that "(c)ourts are the instruments of the law." Osborn v.
The Bank, 9 Wheat. 738, 866
(1824). The only power that
judges have, in Marshall's
view, was the power "to say

for it has neither "sword" nor
"purse," neither "force nor
will," but "merely judgment."
Blackstone, Marshall, and
Hamilton held these views
about the office of the judge,
because they believed that
law was something fixed and
certain. Blackstone, for example, claimed that the laws
of God were the very founda-

As young lawyers, Marshall and Hamilton cut their
teeth on Blackstone. Their
views of constitutional law
and judicial review were
shaped accordingly.
"(A)ll those who have
fmmed written constitutions,"
Marshall wrote in Marbury v.
Madison, "contemplate them
as forming the fundamental
and pammount law of the nation.... " To be fundamental
and pammount, the "principles" set forth in the written
document were "designed to
be permanent." Those written principles, in turn, became
Law binding on the legislature, the executive and the
courts, alike. They could not
be changed by ordinary
means, but only as provided
for in the written constitution,
itself. Marbury v. Madison,
supra, 5 U.S. at 177.
Hamilton concurred. "A
constitution," Hamilton wrote
in Federalist No. 78, "is, in
fact, and must be regarded by
judges as fundamental law."
If a law enacted by the legislature conflicts with the constitution, he continued, then
"it will be the duty of the judicial tribunals to adhere to the
latter and disreganl the former."
In order better to insure
that the judges would abide by
the constitutional text, and not
tion of all oflaw. The laws of by the latest expression of the
God, he wrote, are ftxed as to desires of the people through
time, uniform as to person and their representatives or othersituation, and universal as to wise, Hamilton commended
place.
"(N)o human an independent judiciary:
(T)o guard the Constitulaws...were ofany validity" if
contrary to the laws of God, tion .. .from the ejfocts ofthose
and "such of them (human ill humors, which the arts of
laws) as ... (were) valid de- designing men ... sometimes
rive(d) ... all their authority" disseminate among the peofrom the laws of God. 1 ple themselves, and... have a
Blackstone's Commentaries tendency... to occasion dan(Introduction, Section 2, 38- gerous innovations in the government.... Fedemlist No. 78.
43).

As young lawyers
Marshall and Hamilton cut their teeth
on Blackstone.
Their views of constitutional law and
judicial review
were shaped accordingly.
what the law is." Marburyv.
Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch.)
137, 177 (1803).
Given this limited role of
the judge, America's constitutional framers conferred
upon judges lifetime appointments, during good behavior,
not subject to periodic elections by the people or their
representatives. In Federalist
No. 78, Alexander Hamilton
denominated the judiciary
"the least dangerous" branch
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In summary, America's comfortable with precedents
founders adopted a written such as Roe, he will, in the
Constitution in order to pro- opinion of Biskupic, "be a
tect the people from change, leader" when the Court "connot to usher it in. And the fronts dilemmas of a new
judges, as guardians of the technological em, such as geConstitution, were expected netic engineering, assisted
to stand against any changes suicide, and cyberspace propthat conflicted with the un- erty rights." The Washington
changing fundamental law as Post AIO (June 27, 1994).
it was written in the text.
Nationally syndicated colGiven this constitutional
legacy, where does Breyer
stand? According to Joan
Biskupic, "Breyer, in the
mold of America's late 20th
century technocrat, specializes in helping institutions
adapt to changing times." The
Washington Post AI (June
27, 1994). As a "pragmatic
centrist," Biskupic observed,
Breyer will be a "consensusbuilder for the Court." In
other words, Breyer will mold
the Constitution into whatever shape necessary to get
the votes of his fellow colleagues.
And how will he do that?
According to Biskupic,
"Breyer's opinions emphasize rules and balancing tests
rather than declarations of
moral principle:"
Breyer's record on the
bench defies generalizations.
Each ruling is tied closely to
the facts ofa case. Id.
As a jurist, then, Breyer
will fit right into the dominant
philosophy that has produced umnist, Cal Thomas, was
such constitutional"rights" as right to sound the alarm to
the right to an abortion. For alert pro-life senators to the
that right was not found in any dangers posed by Breyer:
unchanging principle in the
Breyer is clearly part of
written constitutional text, but the Harvard sociological apby balancing "the relative proach, which believes the
weights of the respective in- law is something to befitted to
terests itwolved" and by "the the wishes and needs of condemands of the profound temporary culture, not to an
problems of the present absolute fixed standard to
day .... " Roe v. Wade, 410 which people should be made
U.S. 113, 165 (1973).
to conform for their own and
Not only will Breyer be the country's welfare. The

Virginian-Pilot and LedgerStar (May 19, 1994).
But the sociological approach to law did not begin at
Harvard. Rather, mankind's
attempt to tailor the law to suit
his needs stretches all the way
back to the beginning:
And when the woman saw
that the tree was good for
food, and that it was pleasant

The problem with
pragmatism as a
working philosophy
of life or law, is
that one discovers
one's mistakes too
late to do anything
about them.
to the eyes, and a tree to be
desired to make one wise, she
took of the fruit thereof, and
did eat, and gave also unto
her husband with her; and he
did eat (Gen 3 :6).
What appeared to Adam
and Eve to be the pragmatic
thing to do did not change the
law, as they soon found out
from the Lawgiver, Himself
(Gen. 3:9-19). But the fall of
man in the Garden of Eden
has not deterred generation

after generation, and nation
after nation, from following
in their first ancestors' pragmatic footsteps.
Breyer is no exception. He
has deliberately chosen a legal philosophy that not only
endangers him personally, but
endangers the nation, should
he be confirmed for a seat on
the High Court. For his approach to law is like that of
Caiaphas, the High Priest,
who assured his fellow Jews
that, by taking the life of Jesus, they would preserve their
place in the Roman Empire
(John 11:47-53).
Under Caiaphas' leadership the Jewish leaders made
several "pragmatic" adjustments in the laws, of both
Judea and of Rome, to
achieve their desired end.
Within a generation, they had
lost the very security that they
had sought to achieve with the
destruction of the Jewish
Temple in 70 A.D.:
(E)ssentially the destruction ofthe Temple marked the
end... of the Jewish state.
Judea was almost shorn of
Jews, and those that remained
lived on the edge of starvation .... The high-priesthood
and the Sanhedrin were abolished.... The Sadducees disappeared, while the Pharisees
and the rabbis became the
leaders of a homeless people
that had nothing left but its
synagogues and its hope. W.
Durant, Caesar and Christ
545 (1944).
The problem with pragmatism as a working philosophy
of life or law, is that one discovers one' s mistakes too late
to do anything about them.
That is the danger of putting
yet another pragmatist on the
Court. This is reason enough
to vote no on the Breyer nomination.
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Moses, Blackstone, and the Law
of the Land

"Men do not make
laws. They do but
discover them.
Laws must be
justified by
something more
than the will of the
majority. They
must rest on the
eternal foundation
ofrighteousness. "

Before God revealed the
Ten Commandments and the
rest of the written law, Moses
judged the people oflsrael according to the unwritten law
of God. The people brought
their disputes to Moses and he
resolved those disputes, first,
by making known "the statutes of God and his laws" and,
second, by validating those
rules in his capacity as the living prophet or oracle of God.
On these two principles
Moses, prompted by his father-in-law, Jethro, established a judicial system for the
new nation of Israel (Exodus
18: 13-26).
On the identical principles,
Sir William Blackstone justified the common law judicial
system of England. The common law of England, he wrote
in his famous Commentaries,
is an "unwritten law" made
known and validated by
judges. For Blackstone,
judges' opinions were
"monuments" and "evidence"
of the common law, but they
were not the law (W. Blackstone, Commentaries on the
Law of England 63). Consequently, Blackstone did not
include judges in his list of
lawmakers (Jd. at 46-52), but
placed judges in a special
categmy as "the deposito!)' of
the laws; the living oracles ..
. who are bound by an oath to
decide according to the law of
the land" (Id. at 68).
Upon Blackstone's Commentaries, United States Supreme Court Chief Justice
John Marshall and other early
American jurists built the
American legal system. "Judicial power," wrote Chief

Justice John Marshall in Osborn v. The Bank, 9 Wheat.
738 (1824):
as contradistinguished
from the power of the laws,
has no existence. Courts are
mere instruments of the law,
and can will nothing....Judicial power is never exercised
for the purpose of giving effoct to the will of the judge;
always for the purpose ofgiving ejfoct... to the will of the
law. (p.866)
Twenty years earlier Justice Marshall had written
Marbury v. Madison, 1
Cranch. 137 (1803), in which
he established the right of the
Court to declare the law of the
Constitution. In doing so he
drew explicitly upon the common law architecture of
Blackstone:
it is emphatically the province and the duty of the judicial department to say what
the law is. (p. 177)
From before Marshall until
well into the twentieth centwy, American legal scholars,
judges, lawyers, and statesmen echoed Blackstone' s
views of law and of the judicial function. Alexander
Hamilton provided Marshall
with ammunition for his Marbucy opinion in The Federalist, No. 78:
The interpretation of laws
is the proper and peculiar
province of the courts. The
Constitution is, in fact, and
must be regarded by the
judges, asfundamentallaw.
Joseph Story defended
Marshall's views in his Commentaries on the Constitution
of the United States (1833).
Thirty-five years later, Michl-

gan law professor Thomas M.
Cooley assumed those views
were still valid in his Treatise
on the Constitutional Limitations 90-92 (1868).
In 1919, President Calvin
Coolidge wrote:
Men do not make laws.
They do but discover them.
Laws must be justified by
something more than the will
of the majority. They must
rest on the eternalfoundation
of righteousness (Have Faith
in Massachusetts 4-5).
In 1936, Justice Owen J.
Roberts wrote these words:
The Constitution is the supreme law of the land ordained and established by the
people. All legislation must
conform to the principles it
lays down. When an act of
Congress is appropriately
challenged in the courts as
not conforming to the constitutional mandate the judicial
branch ofthe Government has
only one duty, - to lay the article ofthe Constitution which
is invoked beside the statute
which is challenged and to decide whether the latter
squares with the fonner. U.S.
v. Butler 297 U.S. 1, 62-63
(1936).
Today, hardly anyone
takes former President
Coolidge seriously. Justice
Roberts has become a familiar
object of ridicule in the constitutional law classrooms in
law schools throughout the
nation. While Chief Justice
Marshall is treated with more
respect, his views are considered by most legal scholars as
no longer sufficient to support
the modern legal system of
the twentieth centwy. As for
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Blackstone, he has been virtually ignored for the past 50
years by law teachers, law students and lawyers, alike.
Why is this so? University
of Virginia law professor G.
Edward White has, I think, offered the best explanation:
Marshall's principal justification for independent judicial review was that judges
did not make law, but merely
''found" and "declared" it.
Marshall's argument assumed that "law" was a universal body ofprinciples, that
those principles were "discoverable" by technically
skilled persons, such as
judges, that in "discovering,"
judges were merely stating
"what the law was." The only
power judges had, under
A-farsha/l's view, was their
professional power: Their
technical expertise enabled
them to be better ''finders" of
law than other persons.
Marshall thus solved the
problem of unchecked lawmaking power in the judiciary
by assuming that lawmaking
power in the judiciary was a
contradiction in terms. But
that solution is no longer regarded as acceptable. Law is
no longer seen as a finite body
of universal principles, and
judges are no longer seen as
persons who merely find and
declare those principles.
Twentieth-century perspectives on the Court start with
two different assumptions.
Law is seen as a fluid mix of
established principles and
changing social values, and
judges, in constitutional law
and elsewhere, are seen as
persons who make law by creating new principles, often in
response to changes in social
valuesi "Reflections on the

Role of the Supreme Court:
the Contempomry Debate and

5

the 'Lessons' of History", 63
Judicature 162, 163-164
1979.

sense" as "a rule of action
which is prescribed by some
superior, and which the inferior is bound to obey." To
illustrate this definition
Blackstone examined the
physical laws of the universe:

Professor White has not
considered whether the twentieth century assumptions
about law are correct. To him
it would be unthinkable to re... when the Supreme Being
turn to Marshall's view that formed the universe, and crelaw is "a flnite body of univer- ated matter out ofnothing, he

Blackstone... has
been virtually ignored for the past
50 years by law
teachers, law students and lawyers,
alike.

digestion, secretion, and all
other branches of vital economy, are not left to chance, or
the will of the creature itself,
but are performed in a wondrous involuntary manner,
and guided by unerring rules
laid down by the great Creator (Ibid).

For Blackstone, the next
and flnal step was inevitable:
Man, considered as a creature, must necessarily be subject to the laws ofhis Creator,
for he is entirely a dependent
being. .. And, consequently, as
man depends absolutely upon
his Maker for everything, it is
necessary that he should in all
points conform to his Maker's
will.
This will of his Maker is
called the law ofNature. For
as God, when he created matter, and endued it with a principle of mobility, established
certain rules for the perpetual
direction of that motion; so,
when he created man, and endued him with free-will to
conduct himselfin all parts of
life, he laid down certain immutable laws of human nature... These are the eternal,
immutable laws of good and
evi/.. (Jd. at 39).

sal principles;" therefore, it impressed certain principles
would be equally unthinkable upon that matter, from which
to return to Blackstone's view it can never depart, andwithFrom this conclusion
that a judge does not "make" outwhich it would cease to be.
When he put that matter into Blackstone drew a stmight
law, but only "fmds" it.
Have we no choice but to motion, he established certain line to law in every human
agree with Professor White? laws of motion, to which all society:
This law of nature being
Must we abandon the assump- moveable bodies must concoeval with mankind, and dictions of Marshall and Black- form (Commentaries 38).
From this example of the tated by God himself, is of
stone? Not only do I not think
so, but I believe that we dare law governing "inactive mat- course superior in obligation
ter," Blackstone turned his at- to any other. It is binding
not do so.
Sir William Blackstone tention to vegetable and over all the globe, in all countries, and at all time: no huwas a godly man. He be- animal life:
lieved that the fear of the Lord
We shall find them still man laws are ofany validity if
was the beginning of wisdom. governed by laws; more nu- contrary to this; and such of
Thus, he opened his Commen- merous, indeed, but equally them as are valid derive all
taries with a careful analysis fixed and invariable. The their force and all their
of the law of God as revealed whole progress of plants, authority mediately or immein the Holy Bible. First, he from the seed to the root, and diately, from this original (ld.
defined law "in its most gen- from thence to seed again; the at40).
eral and comprehensive method of animal nutrition,
Blackstone, as had Moses
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before him, knew that there
could be no law in England
without God. In addition, he
agreed with Moses that the
judge had a single task: to
make known the laws of the
realm. He reinforced this limited role by analogizing the
task of the judge with that of
the scientist. As the scientist
has probed the universe to discover and to state the physical
laws of the universe so the
judge must probe man and his
society to discover and to
state the laws of the realm. A
judge could no more invent
the laws governing murder,
for example, than could the
scientist invent or make up the
law of gravity. Both types of
law existed independently of
man's mind and could be discovered only by the grace of
God.
Blackstone applied this
analytical pattern to statutes,
customs, and maxims that
were not required by God. As
God's law governed the universe (whatever man might
believe or say), so a statute or
immemorial custom governed
conduct (whatever a judge
might believe or say). Both
the statute and the custom
were law; the judge had
authority only to state the rule
and apply it.
Nevertheless, God's law
provided for Blackstone and
for the 18th centwy English
judge inerrant guidelines to
distinguish between those
rules commanded by God for
all societies and those rules
that were a matter of indifference to Him. As to the latter,
the judge had no authority but
to accept the rules laid down
by the lawmaking authorities;
but as to the former the judge
could refuse to recognize any
human rule contnuy to God's
law as not law at all. If he
worked within this biblical
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framework, a judge could the attacks on the accepted
confidently assert that he did theory of the judicial funcnot make law, nor did he de- tion...
termine cases according to his
What this involved might
private judgment. Rather, he be summarized as a shift...
was, in fact, the "depositocy" from the rationalistic, deducor "oracle" of the law (ld at tive pattern, characteristic of
53-54, 68-69).
the pre-Darwinian period, to
Modern legal scholars the empirical, evolutionary
have rejected these views of approach that is followed in
Blackstone because they have many areas of social studies
rejected his faith in God and today. The substitution ofthe

Sir William Blackstone
his reliance upon the Genesis
account of the creation and
origin of man and the universe. In 1952 Fred Cahill,
professor of political science
at Yale UDiversity, uncovered
the soil in which these modem
views have been planted:
The appearance in the
mid-nineteenth century ofthe
concept of evolution was an
event of transcending importance to the development of
American jurisprudence.
... The alteration in outlook
as applied to the law ultimately contributed heavily to

method of biology for what
was essentially that of eighteenth-century physics reflected a change in the
attitude ofthe social observer
(Judica/ Legislation 22-23).
In science, evolution remains an unproved theoty.
But in law it has become an
incontestable presupposition.
According to Professor Cahill, evolutionaty thinking
about law and about the role
of the judiciacy has come because of a change of "attitude," not because of
scientific proof. For exam-

ple, Professor White in the
quote above has not stated
thatlaw is, infact, "a fluid mix
of established principles and
changing social values."
Rather, he has concluded that
law is now "seen" or "conceived of as a repositoty of
shifting social values rather
than as a set of permanent universal principles." Nor has he
claimed that judges are, in
fact, "persons who make law
by creating new principles
often, in response to changes
in social values." Rather, he
has concluded that the "art of
judging" is "seen" or "linked
not so much to a persuasive
articulation of 'first principles' as to a persuasive articulation of deeply felt and
widely shared values."
In short, Professor White
has rejected Blackstone's
views not because they have
been proved false, but be·
cause he prefers a new view of
law and of the role of judges
whether it has been proved or
not. He desires to "see" the
law independent from God
and from His law. But he and
those like him do so at their
peril and at the peril of the
nation.
Blackstone, in a footnote,
warned his readers of the dangers of departing from the law
of Nature or from the will of
God:
The Law of Nature' is a
supreme, invariable, and uncontrollable rule of conduct
to all men; ... because its violation is avenged by natural
punishments, which necessarily flow from the constitution
ofthings and are as fixed and
inevitable as the order ofnature...(Commentaries p. 39).
As the scientist is bound by
the law of gravity or the laws
of thermo-dynamics, so is the
judge bound by the law of the
land: God's laws of crimes,
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~operty, contract, and tort.
<iod's law even serves as the
benclunark for detennining
whether man has freedom to
adopt the rule of conduct of
his choice.
Having rejected the JudeoChristian heritage of Blackstone, modern legal scholars
have replaced law with politics. It is no wonder that two
journalists have done a Watergate-type expose of the
United States Supreme Court
when that Court continues to
mpose its own value judgments in the name of constitutional law, as it did in the case
ofRoev. Wade,410U.S.113
(1973), where it struck down
the state's historic anti-aborionlaws:
The clerks in most chambers were surprised to see the
Justices, particularly Blackmun, so openly brokering
their decision like a group of
legislators. There was a certain reasonableness to the
draft, some of them thought,
but it derived more from
nedical and social policy
than from constitutional law.
There was something embarrassing and dishonest about
this whole process. It left the
Court claiming that the Constitution drew certain lines at
trimesters and viability. The
Court was going to make
nedical policy andforce it on
the states. As a practical matter, it was not a bad solution.
As a constitutional matter, it
was absurd. The draft was
referred to by some clerks as
Harry's abortion (B. Woodward and S. Armstrong, The
Brethren, 233).
After Roe v. Wade, we can
no longer speak with confidence, as Chief Justice Marshall did, that we are a
government oflaws and not of

men
But even more is at stake

as Blackstone's footnote
warns. A nation faces serious
consequences when its lawyers turn away from God and
act as if they may make into
law any rule that they desire.
Many legal scholars, lawyers,
and judges assert that adults
have a legal, even constitutional, right to engage in any

This is the "law of the
land" endorsed by the Magna
Carta and incorporated into
America's constitutions by
various words, including "law
of the land" and "due process
of law." It is the "law of the
land" of Blackstone's Commentaries. It is the "law of the
land" of our founding fathers

Having rejected the
Judea-Christian
heritage ofBlackstone, modern legal
scholars have replaced law with
politics.
consensual sexual activity so
long as it is done in private.
They claim, for example, that
criminal laws prohibiting homosexuality are "victimless
crimes."
The Bible teaches quite the
opposite. In Leviticus Chapter 18: 22, 24-25, Moses included among the itemized
prohibitions considered essential to the survival of the
new nation of Israel, the one
prohibiting homosexual conduct:
thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind ..
Defile not ye yourselves in
any ofthese things: for in all
these the nations are defiled
which I cast out before you.
And the land is defiled: therefore I do visit the iniquity
thereof upon it, and the land
itse/fvomiteth out her inhabitants.

and of Blackstone because
they took seriously Bible passages such as the account of
the first murder in the history
of mankind:
And the Lord said unto
Cain, Where is Abel thy
brother? And he said, I know
not: Am I my brother's
keeper? And he said, What
hast thou done? The voice of
thy brother's blood crieth
unto me from the ground
(Genesis 4: 9-10).
Human opinion, no matter
how well-reasoned, could not
be in the 18th Century legal
world, "the law of the land."
That place was reserved for
God's eternal decrees because God was honored as the
Sovereign Creator of heaven
and earth.
Today, however, most of
America's leading legal
scholars, judges, and lawyers
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live by novel legal theories
that rest upon human assumptions that will be disproved
only when it is too late .
Would an aircraft builder dare
construct an airplane upon the
principles of time and chance
that have become the hallmarks of scientiflc evolutionary speculations? No. He
knows that if he disregards the
fixed laws of gravity and
other physical laws of the universe he would build a plane
that could not fly or, if it could
fly, that would bring certain
destruction to its crew and
passengers. How dare we
build a legal system in disregard of the laws of God for
such efforts will as certainly
lead to the destruction of this
nation and this people!
The Holy Bible and Blackstone's Commentaries stand
as witnesses against the legal
experimentation that is taking
place across America. No
matter how these works may
be ridiculed or ignored in the
law school classroom and the
courtrooms in this nation,
Christian lawyers,judges, law
teachers, and law students
ought to heed these words of
the great prophet, Isaiah:
The Lord God hath given
me a tongue of the learned,
that I should know how to
speak a word in season to him
that is weary... The Lord God
hath opened mine ear and I
was not rebellious, neither
turned away back I gave my
back to the smiters and my
cheeks to them that plucked
offthe hair. I hid not my face
from shame and spitting. For
the Lord God will help me;
therefore, I have set my face
like a flint, and I know that I
shall not be ashamed (Isaiah
50: 4-7).
Copyright 1980. Christian
Legal Society. Permission to
reprint granted.
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WHY MEN RETURN EVIL FOR GOOD
By R.E. McMaster, Jr.
Has there ever been someone whom you have helped
consistently, and asked nothing in return, who has then
turned on you for no good reasonanddoneyouharm? Why
do men return evil for good?
They do so when they lack
character, when they are
guilty, when they do not repay
what they owe, when they
cannot repay what they owe,
when they violate the principle of reciprocity, when they
break covenant or contract.
You see, all of us want to
feel good about ourselves.
All of us have the natural tendency to want to think that
we're equal to everyone else
and that we are moral and justified in all our decisions and
actions. Even studies of men
in prison have demonstrated
consistently that they justify
as moral their criminal acts in
order to live with themselves.
Thus, when "normal" persons
have committed wrongful behaviors against someone else,
they have to somehow justify
in their own minds their

wrongful acts. They are
given over to strong delusion.
They manufacture lies that
transform their benefactors
into devils. This then justifies
the evil that they do in exchange for the good done
them. They can be at peace in
their own eyes, in their own
hearts, minds, and with their
own egos. Incidentally, this is
why the world still hates Jesus
Christ. It cannot repay Him;
it will not keep His commandments and pass onto others the
fruit of His character and
good wotks; it will not be obedient.
Men want to be right; they
don't want to be wrong, to be
sinful. Men do not like being
guilty. They want to be
autonomous, lawless, and justify everything they do in their
own eyes, hearts, minds and
egos. They want to be gods.
With regard to guilt, there are
three major categories of sin
from which guilt stems. The
Bible lists them as (1) the lust
of the eye; (2) the lust of the
flesh; and (3) the pride oflife.
These are the same three
things that ruin men in the

ministry - gold, gals, and
glory, and also ruin men in
so-called secular life - money,
sex, and power. Interestingly
enough, these are also the
same three categories that all
of us carry, male and female
alike, from our mother's
womb. In this sense, we are
all "feminine" or dependent
because we all have a tendency to want to fulfill the
womb-based needs for security, approval, and control.
Interesting. We're either all
"feminine" in terms of these
natural fallen needs for security, approval, and control, or
we're all "feminine" with regard to the Lord Jesus Christ
as members of his "bride" in
the church. So, the whole, the
collective, the one, is "feminine" in either an ungodly or
a godly way.
There are numerous subclusters of sin stemming from
the lust of the eyegold/money/security - lust of
the flesh/gals/approval- pride
of life-glory/power/control.
These include being inhospitable, ambitious, jealous, envious, greedy, thankless,

inconsiderate, selfish, seeking the approval of men, selfrighteous, religious, full of
delusions, fearful, ungrateful,
unappreciative, stubborn, legalistic, judgmental, critical,
quarrelsome and opinionated.
All these subclusters of sin
enable increasingly hardened
hearts to crucify their benefactors.
Often the most difficult
sins for us to forgive are our
mental attitude sins stemming
from those whom we have
magnanimously benefited.
But if we are to truly heal and
be Christlike, we must forgive. Forgiveness, compassion and mercy are all better
than judgment. Of course.
this does not preclude the
guilty party from the necessary acts of repentance and
restitution. After all, we
don't want to encourage the
proliferation of evil, much
less the repayment of good
with evil.

Copyright 1994. Chalcedon. Permission to reprint
granted.
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